This article examines how public law should be revitalised in light of the increasing use of technology in government decision-making. As the recent controversy concerning the implementation of an automated debt recovery system by the Department of Social Services illustrates, the automation of government decision-making engages fundamental legal principles such as transparency, procedural fairness and reviewability. The use of technology in administrative decision-making in Australia therefore raises a number of critical, and interlocking, questions: Is Australian public law fit for purpose to protect individual rights in automated governmental decision-making? If not, what reforms are necessary and how should they be instituted? This article will consider these issues in relation to three specific areas of public law: privacy law, freedom of information, and judicial review. In doing so, it sets out concrete recommendations for the revitalisation of Australian public law so that it may become more value-compliant and consistent with emerging international best practice standards.
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I INTRODUCTION

The trend towards the increased automation and use of artificial intelligence (‘AI’) in government decision-making poses complex challenges to existing substantive and procedural rights. As the recent controversy concerning the implementation of an automated debt recovery system by the Department of Social Services (‘Robodebt’) illustrates, the automation of government decision-making engages fundamental legal principles such as transparency, procedural fairness, reviewability and administrative justice.¹

Public law is central to the protection of individual rights against the state in Australia. In particular, administrative law mechanisms can be used to provide a means for individuals to challenge unlawful government decisions and for courts to limit the arbitrary exercise of power. Privacy laws limit the use of personal data by government agencies, and freedom of information (‘FOI’) laws provide citizens with access to government information. However, Australian public law is unusual in that it must do much of the heavy lifting in rights protection while being isolated from the human rights discourse that has become ‘a global metanarrative in the evaluation of governmental action’.² In contrast, North American and European jurisdictions that have had to grapple with similar challenges, have been able to do so within explicit human rights-based constitutional frameworks, resulting in administrative law regimes that are more adaptable to new challenges.

The increasing use of technology in administrative decision-making in Australia therefore raises a number of critical, and interlocking, questions: Is Australian public law fit for purpose to protect individual rights in automated governmental decision-making? If not, what reforms are necessary and how should they be instituted? Is there a way in which systemic deficiencies and group rights can be protected in addition to individual rights? Given the fact that technological change is a global phenomenon, but that administrative law frameworks differ, how much assistance can be derived from developments in other jurisdictions that share similar legal values?

This article will consider these questions by focusing on three specific examples where automation and public law interact:

(i) the regulation of data input and processing;
(ii) the transparency of the systems of automation (focusing on reasons for decisions and access to information); and
(iii) the way in which affected persons can seek a remedy pursuant to judicial review.

This framework allows us to examine the interaction between these interlinked components of automation. Due to the fact that automation of government decisions in areas such as tax, social security and veterans’ entitlements is system-

wide, deficiencies in the design, implementation or operation of automated systems have the potential to violate the rights of a large number of individuals. Therefore, public law should ideally adopt an approach that is also capable of addressing systemic issues, in addition to protecting the rights of particular individuals to access information or obtain redress.

In discussing these issues, we acknowledge the extensive literature that already exists on technology and law, such as reports and initiatives setting out the ethical standards which should apply to AI or the regulatory framework for the private sector. However, our focus is squarely on the public law domain – its values, laws and institutions. We have also chosen the three key legal issues above because they arise at various points in the continuum of automation: data input → information and explanation → remedy. The chosen issues demonstrate that the different stages of technology use must be viewed and analysed as a whole in order to fully understand the gaps in current legal and institutional frameworks. Thus, for instance, we note that the efficacy of any review mechanism will often depend on the laws relating to the collection and use of data in the first instance and the transparency of the particular automated system.

**Interconnected Stages of Automation’s Interaction with Public Law**

→ data collection (privacy and data sharing)

→ transparency and explanation (FOI and reasons)

→ review and remedy for harm (judicial review)

In addition, we do not seek to provide a comprehensive discussion of deficiencies in the mechanisms that we discuss. Instead we focus on some emerging issues arising from automation that require attention. We further recognise that automation also touches on other aspects of public law that require further consideration. For instance, in relation to accountability and review, we acknowledge that important roles are undertaken by integrity and complaint-

---


handling institutions such as the Ombudsman and the review role undertaken by tribunals such as the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (‘AAT’). However, as a means of illustrating the role played by public law at key points in the interaction between a citizen and the digital environment, we felt it was most useful to use judicial review as a means of illustrating the legal issues which arise when individuals seek to challenge automated government decisions.

Based on this analysis of our three key areas, this article will make proposals to revitalise public law using values and principles both from the ‘bottom up’ and ‘top down’. In the ‘bottom up’ analysis, we revisit the basics of public law to examine what values should inform the development of automation. We believe that going back to the underpinning values is a useful way to assess the future reforms which need to be made to public law to ensure that it meets the challenges of automation. As UK public law commentator, Paul Daly, has noted, ‘values provide the motor for administrative law’.  

We will also draw insights from the literature relating to the foundations of our current administrative law regime in the 1970s, which identified the principles and values underpinning a package of new Commonwealth laws described as the ‘new administrative law’.  

In its ‘top down’ analysis, the article will identify how international developments may inform the further development of our public law system. Given the global nature of technological developments, we believe there is substantial benefit in studying the solutions developed or discussed in other jurisdictions. While Australian public law does not need to mimic other legal systems, critical engagement with overseas developments is likely to assist in crafting solutions for Australia that are benchmarked against international best practice. By engaging in the dual analysis from the ‘bottom up’ and the ‘top down’, the article contributes to the developing literature on automation and administrative law in Australia and overseas and illustrates how domestic values and international approaches can and should shape a ‘new’ technological public law in Australia.

The analysis is structured as follows: first, the article will set out in Part II the values which we consider important in revitalising public law from the ‘bottom

---


6 The ‘new administrative law’ package included the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (Cth) (‘ADJR Act’), which currently provides the main mechanism for access to judicial review, and also the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth) (‘FOI Act’) and the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth): see Australian Law Reform Commission, ‘Review of Secrecy Laws’ (Issues Paper No 34, December 2008) 19 [1.19]. The other key elements were the Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1975 (Cth) (‘AAT Act’) and the Ombudsman Act 1976 (Cth).


up’, by reference to the foundational principles, doctrines and values underpinning Australian public law. Part III then discusses the ways in which automation has affected citizens along the continuum of technological involvement: from the initial point of data collection and processing (privacy and data sharing), to the availability of information about the decision-making process (reasons for decisions and FOI) and, finally, to the point where a person seeks access to review and a remedy (judicial review). Part IV will then consider how Australian public law may be informed from the ‘top down’, by reference to international principles and global frameworks. Here, we use a case study from the Netherlands on its automated surveillance system for detecting welfare fraud. The Dutch courts struck down the automated system as being incompatible with human rights, which provides a contrast to the current federal litigation on digital welfare checks in Australia, which is unable to rely on Commonwealth human rights legislation. Part V will then conclude the analysis by recommending ways in which Australian public law should be revitalised to become more value-compliant and consistent with global best practice.

II ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK – THE ‘BOTTOM UP’ VALUES OF AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC LAW

It is important to establish an analytical framework for assessing how public law can be strengthened in the era of rapid advances of digital technologies. In this section we discuss the broad set of principles that the judiciary and commentators have recognised as public law ‘values’, before then addressing the particular fundamental institutional frameworks established under Australian administrative law in the 1970s and 1980s later in the article.

A Public Law Values

Former High Court Chief Justice French, writing extra-judicially, has listed the following values of public law:

- Lawfulness;
- Rationality;
- Fairness;
- Process – accessibility, equitable cost, timeliness, intelligible explanation of decisions;
- Accountability, transparency, consistency, participation.

In particular, the Hon Robert French has emphasised the importance of rationality and transparency where administrative decisions are made by artificial intelligence.\footnote{French, ‘Rationality and Reason in Administrative Law’ (n 10) 3.}

Referring to Justice French’s writing,\footnote{Justice RS French, ‘Judicial Review Rights’ [2001] (28) Australian Institute of Administrative Law Forum 33.} the 2004 Administrative Review Council Report on automated decision-making identified lawfulness, fairness, rationality, openness or transparency, and efficiency as ‘crucial elements of the administrative law system’.\footnote{Administrative Review Council, Automated Assistance in Administrative Decision Making: Report to the Attorney-General (Report No 46, November 2004) 3.} Since then, a number of judicial officers and academic commentators have further elaborated on the ‘values’ of public law.\footnote{See, eg, academic commentary such as that of Peter Cane, ‘Theory and Values in Public Law’ in Paul Craig and Richard Rawlings (eds), Law and Administration in Europe: Essays in Honour of Carol Harlow (Oxford University Press, 2003) 3; Martin Loughlin, ‘Theory and Values in Public Law: An Interpretation’ [2005] (Spring) Public Law 48. According to UK commentator, Paul Daly, ‘administrative law in this sense is best understood by reference to several core values: the rule of law, good administration, democracy and separation of powers’: Daly (n 5) 23.}

An alternative formulation of the values of Australian public law, suggested by Federal Court Chief Justice Allsop, refers to

\textit{reasonable certainty,} so power can be understood, known and exercised, and branches of government take responsibility for its exercise, in a workably efficient and fair way. Secondly: \textit{honesty and fidelity to the Constitution,} and to the freedoms and free society that it assumes, reflecting the constant of a principle of legality. Thirdly: \textit{a rejection of unfairness, unreasonableness and arbitrariness.} Fourthly: \textit{equality.} Fifthly: \textit{humanity, and the dignity and autonomy of the individual,} as the recognition of, and respect for, the reciprocal human context of the exercise of power and the necessary humanity of the process …\footnote{Chief Justice James Allsop, ‘Values in Public Law’ (Speech, James Spigelman Oration, 27 October 2015) [20] <www.fedcourt.gov.au/digital-law-library/judges-speeches/chief-justice-allsop/allsop-cj-20151027> (emphasis in original).}

Significantly, Chief Justice Allsop has underlined that these values should not be seen as a list of separate conceptions but, in fact, as interrelated.\footnote{So, for instance, Chief Justice Allsop notes, at ibid, that [u]ncertainty of rule or outcome and inequality in inconsistencies of the exercise of power are aspects of unfairness or arbitrariness. The necessary humanity required in the exercise of power reflects a rejection of unfairness, and a need to have a perspective in examining the exercise of power of that of the subject, and not just from that of the wielder, of the power.}

These public law values have also been referred to by courts and commentators under the umbrella concept of ‘good administration’. For instance, Finn J observed:

\begin{quote}
In the law, securing good administration can properly be said to be an organising idea for a group of principles which, in exacting procedural fairness, are designed to maintain public confidence in the integrity of administrative government … In Commonwealth administration … The reforms of the last decade and more … have seen an accentuated emphasis on service delivery, performance and results.\footnote{Kelson v Forward (1995) 60 FCR 39, 66.}
\end{quote}
Another helpful concept to assess automation is ‘administrative justice’. This concept is difficult to define, but there appears to be a level of consensus amongst scholars that it draws from several widely accepted principles such as accountability, transparency, consistency, rationality, impartiality, participation, procedural fairness and reasonable access to judicial and non-judicial grievance mechanisms. Administrative justice is, in turn, a fundamental aspect of the rule of law. Within the context of automated decision-making, there are certain aspects of the rule of law which are of particular significance:

- The need for laws to be open, accessible and clear,
- an independent judiciary, with power to review the actions of government to ensure that it conforms to the rule of law,
- adequate protection of fundamental human rights; and
- compliance by the state with its obligations under international law (as well as national law).

The latter two points about international law and human rights will be discussed further in Part IV of this article. It is not the purpose of this article to analyse the human rights implications of automation because this issue has been addressed at length in existing literature. However, we note that the absence of a federal human rights charter in Australia severely constrains the ability of persons affected by automation to seek review of those decisions on human rights grounds. Australia is also not a party to a regional human rights mechanism such as that

20 French, ‘Judicial Review Rights’ (n 12) 33.
21 See, eg, Joseph Raz, who explains that ‘the rule of law’ … has two aspects: (1) that people should be ruled by the law and obey it, and (2) that the law should be such that people will be able to be guided by it. … [I]f the law is to be obeyed it must be capable of guiding the behaviour of its subjects. It must be such that they can find out what it is and act on it.
22 Ibid 110.
which operates in Europe via the European Convention on Human Rights (‘ECHR’). As a result, Australian litigants must rely on domestic administrative law mechanisms. We will further explore this difference in Part IV, which compares the Robodebt litigation and recent Dutch litigation on welfare automation as a case study. In that Part, we also address whether international legal principles are currently reflected in Australian public law in an appropriate or adequate way.

In addition to these broad public law values, we note that specific principles were enunciated by the landmark Kerr Committee and Bland Reports in the 1970s. The 1971 Kerr Committee Report is of interest as it emphasised efficiency in addition to justice, noting the need to ‘ensure the establishment and encouragement of modern administrative institutions able to reconcile the requirements of efficiency of administration and justice to the citizen’. For our purposes, the comments by Justice Brennan in 1977 neatly illustrate the enduring objectives which guided these reforms:

- the traditional reticence of the administrative decision-maker is replaced by his written expression of reasons; access to the Court is simplified and facilitated. The citizen is thus enabled to challenge, and to challenge effectively, administrative action which affects his interests.

These core principles of provision of reasons and access by affected persons to a mechanism that allows challenging governmental decisions speak to the current issues of transparency, lawfulness and review of automated decisions which are discussed in this article.

### III AUTOMATION AND EXISTING GAPS IN AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC LAW

#### A Background

As early as 2003, the Administrative Review Council listed a large range of major federal government agencies, including Comcare, the Department of Defence, the Department of Veterans’ Affairs, and the Australian Taxation Office,
that made use of automated systems in governmental decision-making. Since then, there have been major advances in technologies, including Big Data Analytics (‘BDA’), AI and machine learning, which provide new opportunities for government authorities to develop and employ automated decision-making tools. The Australian public sector is now using technology-assisted decision-making in a wide range of contexts, with Centrelink’s automated debt raising and recovery system and the Australian Border Force’s SmartGate identity checking at Australian airports being some of the best-known examples.

The use of automation in the administrative processes can improve efficiency, certainty, predictability and consistency. Automated systems have the capacity to ‘process large amounts of data more quickly, more reliably and less expensively than their human counterparts’ and have a useful role to play ‘when high frequency decisions need to be made by government’. New technologies are also being assessed for their potential to improve access to justice and provide support for marginalised groups.

However, the use of emerging technologies is rarely unproblematic. The nature and extent of problems varies according to the specific technology used, the role which it plays in the decision-making process and the types of decisions to which it is applied. Our focus is on the use of ‘algorithms’, including AI-based algorithms, to automate either the whole or part of administrative decision-making processes. AI refers to the ‘[t]he ability for a computer to do something that requires intelligence, such as learning or problem solving’, while machine learning is a subset of AI that refers to ‘the ability for a computer to perform tasks without being given explicit instructions how, instead “learning” how to perform those tasks by finding patterns and making inferences’. Automated systems based on machine learning differ from rules-based systems that apply rigid criteria to factual scenarios.

These technologies may be used to automate decisions either in part or in whole. The extent to which this raises potential problems depends on the extent, if any, that the decision-making requires the exercise of discretion and the seriousness of its consequences for the individuals affected.

31 Zalnieriute, Bennett Moses and Williams (n 8).
32 Perry and Smith (n 7).
34 An algorithm may be defined as ‘an unambiguous procedure to solve a problem or a class of problems. It is typically composed of a set of instructions or rules that take some input data and return outputs’: Claude Castelluccia and Daniel Le Métayer, ‘Understanding Algorithmic Decision-Making: Opportunities and Challenges’ (Study No PE 624.261, European Parliament, Panel for the Future of Science and Technology, March 2019) 3 [2.1].
The use of AI to automate decision-making raises a whole range of rule of law issues, in particular in relation to procedural fairness, the transparency of decision-making, the protection of personal privacy and the right to equality. Some automated systems have been controversial because they experienced problems in their design and implementation. These controversies, because they were highly publicised or affected vulnerable populations, have the potential to undermine public trust and the acceptance of new initiatives aimed at improving the efficiency of administrative services.

Commonwealth departments have accordingly generally adopted a cautious approach. Departments that use technology to make high volume decisions, such as the Department of Home Affairs and Department of Veterans’ Affairs, have reported that they use the ‘golden rule’ in automating decision-making. Under this rule, decisions that have a beneficial outcome for citizens may be automated, while negative decisions are subject to human intervention. Therefore the principle underpinning the use of automation in this context is that it will be used only as a ‘triage’ tool to make the granting of positive decisions to applicants more efficient.

It should be noted, however, that certain decisions are more amenable to the golden rule than others, particularly where there is a clear beneficial outcome to the applicant, eg, a decision to grant a visa. In other cases, such as social security and tax, where the amount of a benefit or debt is at issue, the golden rule is more difficult to apply.

In addition, as technology advances inexorably forward, there will be an increasing temptation to further automate complex decisions to enhance the efficiency of government decision-making. The Commonwealth Government has adopted a digital transformation strategy that aims to use automated systems,

44 Australian Government, Department of Home Affairs, ‘The Administration of the Immigration and Citizenship Program’ (Background Paper, 4th ed, February 2020) 28 [173] states: ‘Importantly, no adverse visa decision is ever made by a machine. … The officer might be prompted and assisted by the latest technology and automated analytical tools, but it is a person who will be the decision-maker’.
where possible, ‘to eliminate manual processing and case management, reducing the need for bespoke systems’. The NSW Government has said it will start to ‘[t]est AI/cognitive/machine learning for service improvement’ and aims to achieve ‘[f]ull automation where appropriate’. It is therefore imperative to more closely scrutinise the interaction between the government’s use of new technologies and administrative law frameworks, such as judicial review, rights to reasons for decisions, FOI, and public sector privacy laws.

B Data Processing and Sharing – Public Sector Privacy Protections

Government decision-making in individual cases will almost inevitably involve the collection, use or storage of personal information. Australian public sector agencies processing personal information are generally subject to various forms of information privacy laws. The relevant laws differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and include the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) (‘Privacy Act’), the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 (NSW) and the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 (Vic). Despite significant variation in detail, these laws generally have in common that they impose requirements to comply with stated Information Privacy Principles, unless an exemption or exception applies. These Principles are informed by internationally recognised best practice guidelines on data handling. Under these Principles, agencies have an obligation to inform individuals about their privacy policies, and they are constrained in the means and purposes for which data is collected, in how it is handled, in the circumstances in which it may be disclosed, in how it is to be stored, and so forth. Australian law currently does not contain any specific requirements regarding automated decision-making, which means that the laws that are generally applicable to government-handling of personal information also apply to handling in the form, and for the purposes of, automated decision-making.

A further issue to be considered is that automated decision-making may often involve data sharing between agencies. This was also the case in the Robodebt scenario, where the Department of Social Services used annual income data information obtained from the Australian Taxation Office to calculate average fortnightly incomes. Following the Productivity Commission’s Inquiry into data availability and use, the Federal Government is reforming its data governance framework to better realise the economic and social benefits of increased data use, while maintaining public trust and confidence. If and when enacted, the planned federal Data Availability and Transparency Act will sit alongside existing data

47 Information privacy laws in other states and territories include the Information Privacy Act 2014 (ACT); Information Act 2002 (NT); Information Privacy Act 2009 (Qld); Personal Information Protection Act 2004 (Tas).
48 Discussed below at Part IV.
sharing and release legislation in New South Wales, South Australia and Victoria, with other Australian jurisdictions also currently in the process of establishing new frameworks for enabling responsible information sharing between public sector agencies.\textsuperscript{50} Although the new federal legislation is still under consideration, the Government has committed that sharing under the legislation will not be allowed for compliance, national security or law enforcement purposes.\textsuperscript{51} This exclusion is intended to address concerns over the privacy effects of data sharing for investigations, monitoring and taking action targeted at individuals. While ‘service delivery’ will remain a permitted purpose for data sharing, this category is more directed at the generalised improvements of government services that have low privacy risks, rather than assurance and compliance in an individual case.

C Transparency: Reasons for Decisions and Access to Information

Transparency, or openness, is recognised as one of the core administrative values identified above. Both openness and ‘explainability’ also have a pivotal role to play in ensuring adherence to other key values including lawfulness, fairness and rationality.

It is broadly recognised that the fact, extent and operation of automation in decision-making should be transparent. As the UK House of Lords noted in its landmark report on AI: ‘Each individual should … have access to the rationality behind a decision being made. The process needs to be transparent and easily understood by society’.\textsuperscript{52}

However, a major challenge associated with big data, and algorithmic and automated decision-making, is their opacity. Algorithmic decision-making can be opaque in two ways. The first is its invisibility; people often do not realise that they are interacting with the technology, and generally know little about the programs that are used to make decisions about them. The second is the complexity of its functioning. This leads to what is commonly known as the ‘black box’ problem, whereby ‘it is possible to observe incoming data (input) and outgoing data (output) in algorithmic systems, but their internal operations are not very well understood’.\textsuperscript{53} As highlighted by Oswald, incorporating an algorithm into decision-making ‘may come with the risk of creating “substantial” or “genuine” doubt as to why decisions were made and what conclusions were reached’.\textsuperscript{54}

There are two main mechanisms that promote transparency in respect of administrative decision-making in Australia: legislative requirements to provide

\textsuperscript{50} Data Sharing (Government Sector) Act 2015 (NSW); Public Sector (Data Sharing) Act 2016 (SA); Victorian Data Sharing Act 2017 (Vic); Government of Western Australia, ‘Privacy and Responsible Information Sharing for the Western Australian Public Sector’ (Discussion Paper, 2 August 2019).


\textsuperscript{52} Big Innovation Centre, Ethics and Legal in AI: Decision Making and Moral Issues (Theme Report, 27 March 2017) 6.


written reasons for decisions and the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth) (‘FOI Act’). We discuss these in turn.

1 Right to Reasons for Decisions

In the absence of a common law right to obtain reasons, there are two key laws that impose obligations to provide reasons for decisions, on request by an applicant. Both the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (Cth) (‘ADJR Act’) and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal Act 1995 (Cth) (‘AAT Act’) require decision-makers on request to provide ‘a statement in writing setting out the findings on material questions of fact, referring to the evidence or other material on which those findings were based and giving the reasons for the decision’.55

These requirements are explained in a set of guidelines published by the Administrative Review Council.56 As summarised by Groves, a statement of reasons must ‘do more than simply list evidence and state the decision reached’.57 It must also provide an explanation of ‘the logic or “intellectual process” by which evidence was used to reach the decision’.58 Moreover, as stated in Campbelltown City Council v Vegan, ‘where more than one conclusion is open, it will be necessary … to give some explanation of [the] preference for one conclusion over another’.59

2 Freedom of Information

The FOI Act provides a right of access to documents in the possession of public sector bodies60 subject to various exceptions and exemptions. It also requires those bodies proactively to publish specified information,61 including their ‘operational material’62 (the material that assists them to perform or exercise their functions or powers in making decisions or recommendations that affect members of the public).63

These requirements provide a potential avenue of obtaining crucial information about the software used to automate decisions, the circumstances in

55 ADJR Act s 13(1); AAT Act s 28(1).
60 FOI Act s 11(1) provides an enforceable right of access under the Act to a ‘document’ of an agency unless the document is exempt.
61 The publication requirements are set out in ibid pt II.
62 Ibid s 8(2)(j).
which it was created or purchased, and, where relevant, the materials that were used to train it and any tests run to gauge its accuracy.

However, the FOI Act does not contain any specific requirements concerning the creation or retention of data. There is no general statutory requirement to create documents and whether or not they are retained is determined by the requirements in the Archives Act 1983 (Cth).

3 Implications for Automated Decision-Making

(a) Reasons

The statutory requirements to provide reasons for decisions have been drafted and interpreted to date on the assumption that a decision is made entirely by an individual. There is some lack of clarity concerning the extent to which the ADJR Act applies to automated decisions (as discussed in Part III(D) below) and also, to the extent that it does apply, what specifically it requires in relation to such decisions. This is particularly the case where the automation involves machine learning, given the difficulties involved in explaining the reasoning process involved. In Re Schouten and Secretary, Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (‘Re Schouten’), the departmental representative at the tribunal hearing was unable to explain how the applicant’s rate of youth allowance was determined because replicating the algorithm used to calculate the ‘reduction of actual means’ test was no longer possible given the complexity of the database and its programming. While it was ultimately established that the rate was calculated correctly, AAT Senior Member Britton highlighted the need for greater transparency where a decision is automated because a “citizen will not understand and therefore be unable to challenge a decision about which they feel aggrieved unless provided with a plain English explanation of the basis for the decision”.

While there is continuing debate as to what is required to make AI-based decision-making meaningfully transparent, the evolving research into explainable AI may provide useful guidance concerning best practice in ensuring that such decision-making lends itself to the provision of reasons (or at least some meaningful equivalent).

65 [2011] AATA 365 (‘Re Schouten’).
(b) Freedom of Information

The FOI Act is likewise imperfectly drafted to respond to the modern context of AI-driven decision-making. A key underlying deficiency is that it applies to documents rather than information, unlike, for example, the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (UK). The requirement to specify the documents to be accessed creates difficulty for applicants in the case of complex decision-making processes that are not well understood by an applicant. Furthermore, these documents can be accessed only to the extent that they continue to exist, which may be problematic, for example, in the case of training materials, in the absence of specific legal requirements to retain them.

A further difficulty is that much of the documentation that sheds light on the algorithms that underlie AI-based decision-making is likely to qualify for exemption under section 47(1) of the FOI Act. This applies where a document would (a) disclose ‘trade secrets’ or (b) ‘any other information having a commercial value that would be, or could reasonably be expected to be, destroyed or diminished if the information were disclosed’. This exemption can operate to protect the commercial interests of agencies as well as third parties.

The expression ‘trade secrets’ in section 47(1)(a) has been expansively defined and the alternative test in section 47(1)(b) is broad-ranging as the expression ‘diminished’ is unqualified by any test of seriousness and there is no requirement to consider the public interest in disclosure. Relevantly, in Re Cordover and Australian Electoral Commission, the Tribunal considered the application of this test in relation to the ‘source code’ for vote counting software which had been developed by the Australian Electoral Commission (‘AEC’) at substantial cost and was licensed out by it. The Tribunal concluded that the source code constituted a trade secret; this was based on evidence that the AEC had taken precautions to limit its dissemination, and that it had commercial value and was used in trade.

It should be noted that article 15 of the General Data Protection Regulation (‘GDPR’) of the European Union (‘EU’) provides data subjects with a right to request access to information about ‘the existence of automated decision-making’ and also to ‘meaningful information about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of such processing for the data subject’. This is arguably a narrower right than the Australian statutory rights to reasons but operates in addition to any general Member State law to provide reasons for an administrative decision and may be more practicable as a means of shedding light on AI-based decision-making.

70 FOI Act s 47(1)(a).
71 Ibid s 47(1)(b).
73 Ibid [31] (Deputy President Melick and Member Taglieri).
74 Ibid [32]–[33].
We now turn to examine the way in which affected persons can seek review for an automated government decision under administrative law mechanisms, by focusing on judicial review.

D Review and Remedy for Automated Decision-Making: Judicial Review

There are two main avenues of federal judicial review in Australia. The first is the ADJR Act, which contains a simplified statutory procedure for review by the Federal Court that applies in relation to decisions of an administrative character made under Commonwealth enactments. The second is the constitutional review mechanism under section 75(v) of the Commonwealth Constitution, which confers original jurisdiction on the High Court of Australia ‘[i]n all matters … in which a writ of Mandamus or prohibition or an injunction is sought against an officer of the Commonwealth’. Each will be examined in turn.

1 ADJR Act

In order to challenge a government decision under the ADJR Act, an applicant must establish three elements to enliven the jurisdiction of the relevant court: that there is a ‘decision’, ‘of an administrative character’, ‘made under an enactment’. One of the contested issues with automation is whether automated decisions are ‘decisions’ for this purpose.

The High Court has held that a ‘decision’ under the ADJR Act is ‘final or operative and determinative’ of an issue of fact falling for consideration. On the other hand, ‘stepping stone’ determinations that are not authorised by statute are not reviewable ‘decisions’ under the Act, although errors of law made in these intermediate determinations can inhere in and be challenged as part of the ultimate determination.

The applicability of this position to automated decisions arose in the 2018 case of Pintarich v Deputy Commissioner of Taxation (‘Pintarich’). Here the question was whether the Deputy Commissioner had made a ‘decision’ on a taxpayer’s request for remission of his general interest charge liabilities. The taxpayer had received a letter issued by the Australian Taxation Office (‘ATO’) bearing the signature block of the Deputy Commissioner, headed ‘Payment arrangement for your Income Tax Account debt’, which read:

Thank you for your recent promise to pay your outstanding account. We agree to accept a lump sum payment of $839,115.43 on or by 30 January 2015.

76 The Federal Court is able to exercise this same jurisdiction under the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth) s 39B.
77 ADJR Act ss 3, 5.
80 Pintarich v Deputy Commissioner of Taxation (2018) 262 FCR 41 (‘Pintarich’).
This payout figure is inclusive of an estimated general interest charge (GIC) amount calculated to 30 January 2015. Amounts of GIC are tax deductible in the year in which they are incurred.\footnote{Ibid 43 [3] (Kerr J).}

This letter, sent on 8 December 2014, wrongly stated that the tax payable included the amount for the general interest charge (‘GIC’) (which was approximately $335,000), as the decision-maker at the ATO, Mr Celantano, stated that he had ‘keyed in’ certain information into a computer-based ‘template bulk issue letter’ and that it was this process that generated the letter. Mr Celantano did not check the letter before sending it. Correspondence in 2014 between the taxpayer and the ATO indicated that the ATO regarded that the GIC charges were still under determination and clarified that the 2014 letter referred only to the primary debt. On 15 May 2015, another Deputy Commissioner of Taxation wrote to the taxpayer and advised that the request for full remission of the GIC was denied. Following correspondence from the taxpayer, on 13 May 2016 the Deputy Commissioner of Taxation sent a letter granting partial remission of the GIC. The taxpayer challenged the 2016 decision of the Deputy Commission, claiming that the 2014 letter was a ‘decision’ to grant his application to remit all the GIC incurred by him up to the time of the decision.

The Full Federal Court held, by majority, that the letter did not amount to a valid ‘decision’. The majority (Moshinsky and Derrington JJ) found that a valid decision had two elements:

1. a mental element: there must be a ‘mental process’ of reaching the decision, that is, a ‘process of deliberation, assessment and/or analysis’ on the part of the decision-maker;\footnote{Ibid 64 [129], quoting \textit{Pintarich v Deputy Commissioner of Taxation} [2017] FCA 944, [56] (Tracey J).}
2. an objective manifestation: there must be an objective manifestation of that decision.\footnote{\textit{Pintarich} (2018) 262 FCR 41, 67 [140].}

Therefore, in its judgment in \textit{Pintarich}, the Full Federal Court has cast doubt on whether automated decisions are reviewable under the \textit{ADJR Act}. This is because Moshinsky and Derrington JJ held that a ‘decision’ made under the \textit{ADJR Act} has to involve a mental process of deliberation.\footnote{For further discussion, see Ng and O’Sullivan (n 7).} It is notable that Kerr J provided a significant dissent that recognised the difficulties in imposing a requirement that human mental processes need to be engaged for an act to be a ‘decision’ under the \textit{ADJR Act}, particularly in the context of automated decision-making systems:

The hitherto expectation that a ‘decision’ will usually involve human mental processes of reaching a conclusion prior to an outcome being expressed by an overt act is being challenged by automated ‘intelligent’ decision-making systems that rely on algorithms to process applications and make decisions.

What was once inconceivable, that a complex decision might be made without any requirement of human mental processes is, for better or worse, rapidly becoming unexceptional. Automated systems are already routinely relied upon by a number
of Australian government departments for bulk decision-making. Only on administrative (internal or external) and judicial review are humans involved.85

Kerr J objected that the legal conception of what constitutes a decision ‘cannot be static; it must comprehend that technology has altered how decisions are in fact made and that aspects of, or the entirety of, decision-making, can occur independently of human mental input’.86 While this view is preferable, the High Court has refused special leave to appeal this case,87 meaning that the majority’s decision remains the final word on the issue.

Importantly, if a human makes a decision guided or assisted by automated systems, this would still be a decision under the ADJR Act under the majority’s interpretation, as it would still involve a mental process of deliberation and cogitating by a human decision-maker.

Where the decision is actually made by an automated machine without any human involvement, there is unlikely to be a decision under the ADJR Act, as the majority’s test presumes that a human brain is involved in a mental process. This may lead to a perverse incentive for departments and agencies to automate so as to avoid judicial review.

2 Section 75(v) of the Constitution

Another avenue of challenge is via section 75(v) of the Constitution, which gives the High Court original jurisdiction in all matters where constitutional writs are sought against an officer of the Commonwealth. There is no issue if a computer is merely assisting a human, and the human, who is a Commonwealth officer such as a public servant, made the actual decision.

However, it is more difficult to argue that a fully automated decision falls within the scope of section 75(v), as courts have read in a requirement of a formal appointment of a natural person, and a prohibition against artificial persons.88

On the other hand, it may be argued that it is still possible that section 75(v) review would be available, but possibly not for the decision itself. The focus of section 75(v) is on the decision-maker, rather than the method of decision-making (via a decision). It may thus be argued that the review exists for any actions the Commonwealth officer may take in reliance on that decision (eg, deducting payments from a pension following a computer ‘decision’ that a debt was owed).89

85 Pintarich (2018) 262 FCR 41, 48–9 [46]–[47].
86 Ibid 49 [49].
89 Ng and O’Sullivan (n 7).
This suggests that as long as a human remains in the decision-making loop, challenges of automated decisions via section 75(v) may remain a viable option.\(^9\)

In addition, there is a growing number of deeming provisions across a range of statutes, including social security, migration and business registration legislation.\(^9\) These deeming provisions may potentially enable review under section 75(v) by providing that a decision effected by the use of AI is taken to be a decision by an individual such as the Secretary. The clauses also typically require an individual to have control of that system.\(^9\) It may be argued that these deeming provisions mean that Parliament intended to preserve review rights and to enable enforcement action for such automated decisions.

Further, given the importance the High Court has placed on the jurisdiction under section 75(v),\(^9\) it may be that the High Court would not read section 75(v) in a way that would allow review to be avoided where a ‘decision’ is made by AI rather than a human.

In short, it is uncertain whether judicial review under section 75(v) of the Constitution will be available for automated decisions made by computers, and this issue remains to be clarified by case law.

3 Implications

Therefore, it can be seen that the automation of decisions is likely to preclude judicial review under the ADJR Act, and may possibly exclude judicial review under section 75(v) of the Constitution, leaving individuals unable to challenge automated decisions by the government. This is because Australian administrative law has historically focused upon human decision-makers, as reflected in the framework for judicial review. In addition, Australian courts have adopted a formalist approach of interpretation rather than a purposive analysis in interpreting the ADJR Act and section 75(v) of the Constitution. The court’s requirement of human deliberation for a ‘decision’ to be made under the ADJR Act has left a vacuum where decisions are automated, while the narrow reading of section 75(v) of the Constitution, to only include natural persons, has excluded the ability of individuals to challenge the decisions of corporate and potentially technological entities.\(^9\) By contrast, the UK courts’ focus on public function, rather than legal form and the requirements of a decision, is more amenable to reviewability within

---

\(^9\) As Justice Perry and Smith have pointed out: ‘[i]f automated systems were used in cases of this kind [requiring discretion or evaluative judgment], not only would there be a constructive failure to exercise the discretion; they apply predetermined outcomes which may be characterised as pre-judgment or bias’; Perry and Smith (n 7).

\(^9\) Migration Act 1958 (Cth) s 495A; Veterans’ Entitlements Act 1986 (Cth) s 4B; Aged Care Act 1997 (Cth) s 23B-4; Social Security (Administration) Act 1999 (Cth) s 6A; Business Names Registration Act 2011 (Cth) s 66; Road Vehicle Standards Act 2018 (Cth) s 62.

\(^9\) We note that there are exceptions to this. For instance, s 66(2) of the Business Registration Act 2011 (Cth) provides: ‘A decision made by the operation of a computer program under an arrangement made under subsection (1) is taken to be a decision made by ASIC’. There is no reference to an individual, or that the individual has control.


a changing technological environment. To compound this, the more recent deeming provisions in Australia may enable broader use of AI, even if in practice it is not yet used for discretionary decisions. For example, the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights expressed concern about the Migration Legislation Amendment (Electronic Transactions and Methods of Notification) Act 2001 (Cth) inserting section 495A into the Migration Act 1958 (Cth), which allows decisions by computer programs that may involve complex or discretionary considerations. In particular, section 72(2)(e) of the Migration Act 1958 (Cth) allowed a ‘public interest’ test to be automated in relation to the grant of bridging visas, which requires the use of discretion. Although the Minister clarified that his personal decision-making powers are not exercised through departmental computer programs and the Department of Home Affairs has recently abandoned its proposal to automate most of its visa processes, the broad legislative framework permits such automation and does not preclude a future practice of automating discretionary decisions.

Presuming there is jurisdiction for the court to adjudicate on an automated decision, the next question is which grounds of review might be utilised to challenge automated decisions. There are several possible grounds relating to the design of an automated decision-making process. For example, where interim steps in a decision-making process are automated, there may be a potential for a decision to be affected by jurisdictional error where there is an error in the automation process. For example, as we will see in the discussion of the Robodebt consent orders in Part IV, an automated decision made on the basis of flawed decision-making methodology may be challenged as being irrational, which is a jurisdictional error, thus invalidating the decision. In addition, the automated system would need to be designed carefully so that the discretion of the decision-maker (if any) remains unfettered in exercising their power under the relevant legislation, policy or procedure. Where the automated system was designed in a manner that included irrelevant considerations, those could be a

ground for challenge as well.\textsuperscript{101} Thus, where the court’s jurisdiction is enlivened for judicial review, there are a range of grounds that can be utilised to successfully challenge the decision. However, the prospects for passing the jurisdictional hurdle are not promising for the \textit{ADJR Act} and are yet to be ascertained for section 75(v).

\textbf{IV  \textit{TOP DOWN} CONSIDERATIONS – INTERNATIONAL PRINCIPLES AND CASE STUDIES}

Technology is a global phenomenon. As such, we argue that consideration of international principles, as well as case law and practices in other jurisdictions, should inform the development of Australian public law system to keep up with developing technologies. In other words, given that the influence and use of technology is not territorially bound, the legal response should likewise not be insular. This will require a paradigm shift for Australian public law which, whilst being influenced by UK law and that of other Commonwealth jurisdictions, has primarily developed internally. We also note, while there may be some differences in the content of public law and institutional frameworks across jurisdictions, responses to the rise of technology are now often developed across multiple jurisdictions, and indeed transnationally and internationally. As such, shared concepts and responses that developed internationally can and should be considered in Australia, although they may, of course, need to be adapted to make them appropriate for adoption.

Drawing on international developments, this Part therefore first sets out some key principles arising from human rights considerations that may guide our response to the emergence of AI. Second, this Part discusses an important recent overseas case to demonstrate how Australian public law may more appropriately respond to our new digital decision-making environment.

The rapidly developing technology on automation and AI has spawned an array of significant international work by human rights experts on appropriate regulatory approaches. At the United Nations (‘UN’) level, this includes a report on the implications of AI technologies for human rights in the information environment.\textsuperscript{102} Similarly, at the regional European level, the Council of Europe convened a Committee of Experts on Human Rights Dimensions of Automated Data Processing and Different Forms of Artificial Intelligence, which published a study on the implications of the use of AI for human rights.\textsuperscript{103} These reports emphasise that the tremendous potential of automated decision-making and AI needs to be appropriately balanced against their potential effects on human rights.

---

\textsuperscript{101} Craig v South Australia (1995) 184 CLR 163, 179–80 (the Court); \textit{Minister for Immigration and Multicultural Affairs v Yusuf} (2001) 206 CLR 323, 351 [82] (McHugh, Gummow, and Hayne JJ). See also Hogan-Doran (n 98).


They call on governments and the private sector to ensure that this occurs in compliance with human rights and fundamental freedoms. While the recommendations tend to be at relatively high level, they appropriately emphasise that the human rights implications need to be considered throughout all phases from design, development and ongoing deployment of algorithmic systems and by all actors involved. The obligations of states include the creation of proper regulatory frameworks, awareness raising, research and evaluation.

The recently-released European Commission ‘White Paper on Artificial Intelligence’ of February 2020, is of interest as it is extremely enthusiastic about the use of automation and AI in the public sector, stating that ‘[i]t is essential that public administrations, hospitals, utility and transport services, financial supervisors, and other areas of public interest rapidly begin to deploy products and services that rely on AI in their activities’. It also, importantly, underlines the need to place human rights at the centre of international cooperation on AI:

The Commission is convinced that international cooperation on AI matters must be based on an approach that promotes the respect of fundamental rights, including human dignity, pluralism, inclusion, non-discrimination and protection of privacy and personal data …

A Case Study: Data, Transparency and Redress – Dutch Litigation 2020

A recent case on automation of welfare fraud from the Netherlands – Nederlandse Juristen Comité voor de Mensenrechten tegen Staat der Nederlanden (‘NJCM v Netherlands’) also known as the ‘SyRI case’ – provides a useful case study to compare to Australia’s Centrelink Robodebt scenario. The ‘SyRI’ case – named after the Dutch government’s automated system for detecting welfare fraud, Systeem Risico Indicatie (‘SyRI’, Risk Indication System) – also serves to illustrate much broader points about how persons affected by such systems obtain access to information and then seek redress for any harm arising from automation. The litigation, filed by a coalition of civil society groups and activists, argued that the system violates data protection laws and human rights


107 Rechtbank Den Haag [Hague District Court], C/09/550982/HA ZA 18-388 (5 February 2020).

108 The lead plaintiff was the Nederlandse Juristen Comité voor de Mensenrechten (the Netherlands Committee of Jurists for Human Rights – the Dutch Section of the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ)). The other plaintiffs comprised: Platform Bescherming Burgerrechten (the Dutch Platform for the Protection of Civil Rights); Privacy First (Amsterdam); Koppel van DBC-Vrije Praktijken (Umbrella Organisation of DBC-Free Practices in Amsterdam) – an organisation representing the interests of patients of mental health professionals; Landelijke Cliëntenraad (the National Client Participation Council) and two author-activists (in their personal capacity). The District Court of The Hague also allowed two interveners to make amicus curiae submissions: the Netherlands Federation of Trade Unions (‘FNV’) and the UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights (Professor Philip Alston). Note that the Court found that the claims of three of the plaintiffs were inadmissible: see ibid [6.14]–[6.15].
standards, in particular, article 8(2) of the *ECHR*, which guarantees the right to respect for private and family life.

1 Background

SyRI is a data analysis and risk calculation system developed by the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment to predict an individual’s likelihood of engaging in benefits and tax fraud, and violations of labour laws. The system was authorised by Parliament as part of a package of welfare reforms enacted in 2014. The legislation allowed the system to compile 17 categories of government data, including tax records, land registry files, and vehicle registrations. This was a targeted program, as indicated by the fact that it was used only in specific neighbourhoods of four cities with high numbers of low-income residents.

The calculations made by the automated system used vast sources of data collected by various government agencies, including employment records, benefits information, personal debt reports, education, and housing history. So, for instance, tax data was compared with information on who received state aid and support. Based on certain risk indicators, the software then possibly detected an increased risk of fraud. If a risk report was generated, it had the effect that a person was deemed ‘investigative’ in connection with possible fraud, unlawful use and non-compliance with legislation. The system was established to flag an individual as a fraud risk and then notify the relevant government agency, which had up to two years to open an investigation. Of particular concern was that the police were authorised under the scheme to receive risk reports at their request to carry out the performance of their legal duties. Therefore the system gave rise to serious implications for persons affected.

---


111 A full list of the data collected is set out in the judgment: see *NJCM v Netherlands*, Rechtbank Den Haag [Hague District Court], C/09/550982/HA ZA 18–388 (5 February 2020) [4.17].

112 See *NJCM v Netherlands*, Rechtbank Den Haag [Hague District Court], C/09/550982/HA ZA 18–388 (5 February 2020) [4.29]. For instance, SyRI would detect a discrepancy if a person received a housing allowance but was not registered at that particular address: see discussion in judgment at [6.88]. See also Ilja Braun, ‘High-Risk Citizens’, *Algorithm Watch* (Web Page, 4 July 2018) <https://algorithmwatch.org/en/story/high-risk-citizens/>.

113 *NJCM v Netherlands*, Rechtbank Den Haag [Hague District Court], C/09/550982/HA ZA 18–388 (5 February 2020) [3.2].

114 Ibid [4.10].
2 The Status of SyRI and Legal Implications

Before discussing the findings on the right to privacy, it is interesting to note two matters which were in dispute between the parties: (i) the status of SyRI as an automated system and whether it used ‘deep learning’ and/or ‘big data’; and (ii) whether a risk report had a legal consequence for individuals. The latter issue is important for the application of article 22 of the GDPR, which establishes a right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling, unless an exception applies.

As to the first point, the plaintiffs argued that the deployment of SyRI constituted a large-scale, unstructured and unfocused automated linking of files relating to large groups of citizens, the secret processing of personal data, and the use of ‘deep learning’ and ‘big data’. The State, in response, submitted that SyRI was not a deep learning application and was ‘not a tool to predict whether or not an individual could commit an offence’. Problematically, the Court found that it could not test the accuracy of the position of the State because it had not made the risk model and the indicators that made up the risk model open to the public. Neither had it provided ‘objectively verifiable information’ to the Court in order to enable it to test the views of the State as to the status of the SyRI as a system.

Despite this information deficit, the Court was able to find that, contrary to the plaintiff’s submissions, the system used structured (rather than unstructured) data collection, but agreed with the plaintiff that the system allowed for predictive analysis, deep learning and data mining. It found it unnecessary to make a finding on whether the system constituted a form of ‘big data’. This is of interest to the Australian context and to the themes addressed in this article as it demonstrates the effect that opacity and secrecy can have on the ability of courts exercising review to make clear findings as to the status and operation of automated systems.

On the second point, the plaintiffs argued that the risk report could be regarded as an automated individual decision with ‘legal effect’ (or a decision which has a significant effect to those involved) as provided under article 22 of the GDPR. This argument is very relevant to the Australian context in light of Federal Court authority (discussed in Part III(D) above) that an automated decision is not a ‘decision’ for the purpose of the ADJR Act. It should be noted that the Australian Human Rights Commission, in its Discussion Paper on Human Rights and Technology, has defined ‘decision’ in the context of AI-informed decision-making to be ‘any decision that has a legal effect, or similar significant effect, for an

115 Ibid [6.45].
116 Ibid [6.48].
117 Ibid [6.49].
118 Ibid [6.50].
119 Ibid [6.51].
120 Article 22(1) of the GDPR provides that ‘[t]he data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her’ (emphasis added). See discussion of the ‘legal effect’ issue in ibid [6.57].
121 Pintarich (2018) 262 FCR 41; see Ng and O’Sullivan (n 7).
individual’, mirroring the wording of article 22 of the GDPR. Interestingly, the District Court of The Hague disagreed with the plaintiffs’ submissions on this point and held that the use of SyRI ‘[was] not aimed at having legal effect’. However, it held that a risk report generated by the system ‘does have a similarly significant effect on the private life of the person to whom the risk report pertains’, thereby potentially engaging article 22 of the GDPR. While the Court left open the question of whether the definition of ‘automated individual decision-making’ under the GDPR and any relevant exception to the prohibition of profiling were met in this case, it noted that the effects of the report on the individuals concerned were a ‘significant factor’ in its assessment of whether the SyRI legislation complies with article 8 of the ECHR. This illustrates that, under European law, there are multiple layers of regulation against which automated decision-making can be measured, which include the data protection provisions in the GDPR as well as international, European and domestic human rights frameworks.

3 Arguments in Relation to the Right to Privacy

The substantive arguments as to the right to privacy were complex and linked to the above discussion as to the status and effect of the SyRI system. For the purposes of this article, the arguments will be summarised briefly here so as to enable us to focus on the ultimate court decision. In essence, the plaintiffs submitted that the SyRI system represented a serious interference in the private life of citizens and that the State of the Netherlands had not demonstrated that it was necessary to use such a heavy instrument as SyRI for maintaining the social security system. They also argued that the SyRI legislation did not meet the ‘fair balance’ to justify the interference with article 8 of the ECHR.

In response to these arguments, the Netherlands State submitted that SyRI legislation served a legitimate purpose, was based on objective criteria and contained adequate procedural and material safeguards.

4 The Court Decision

The District Court of The Hague found that the use of the SyRI risk calculation system was unlawful as it violated the right to privacy under article 8 of the ECHR.

123 NJCM v Netherlands, Rechtbank Den Haag [Hague District Court], C/09/550982/HA ZA 18–388 (5 February 2020) [6.59].
124 The Court said, at ibid, that it derived its conclusion from its reading of article 22 of the GDPR but also from the guidelines of the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party and from the fact that a ‘risk report can be stored for two years and can be used by the participants in the SyRI project in question for a maximum of 20 months. In addition, the Public Prosecution Service and the police may be notified of the risk report upon request.
125 Ibid [6.60].
126 Ibid.
127 See ibid [6.2].
128 Ibid [6.75].
129 Ibid [6.83].
130 Ibid [6.1].
In its judgment, the Court recognised the benefits that technology can provide to public administration:

New technologies – including digital options to link files and analyse data with the help of algorithms – offer (more) possibilities for the government to exchange data among its authorities in the context of their statutory duty to prevent and combat fraud. The court shares the position of the State that those new technological possibilities to prevent and combat fraud should be used. The court is of the opinion that the SyRI legislation is in the interest of economic wellbeing and thereby serves a legitimate purpose as adequate verification as regards the accuracy and completeness of data based on which citizens are awarded entitlements is vitally important.

However, the Court noted that the development of new technologies also made the right to the protection of personal data and privacy increasingly important.

In a human rights analysis of these conflicting concerns, the Court found that the SyRI legislation was disproportionate to the aim it sought to achieve. It held that the SyRI legislation did not comply with the ‘fair balance’ that must exist under article 8(2) of the ECHR between the public interest in detecting welfare fraud and the violation of the private life that the legislation produces. In doing so, the Court took into account the fundamental principles of data protection under European law, in particular the principles of transparency, the purpose limitation principle (that data collection and processing must be directly linked to specific purposes) and the principle of data minimisation (that processing of personal data is limited to what is necessary for the relevant purposes). It particularly highlighted the principle of transparency as the ‘guiding principle of data protection’ that ‘underlies and is enshrined in’ the EU Charter on Fundamental Freedoms and the GDPR. The Court held that in view of Article 8 paragraph 2 of the ECHR this principle is insufficiently observed in the SyRI legislation. The court finds that the SyRI legislation in no way provides information on the factual data that can demonstrate the presence of a

---

131 Ibid [6.4].
132 Ibid [6.5].
133 Ibid [6.7].
134 Ibid.
136 The Court explained this, at ibid [6.31], as follows:
   The principle of transparency requires easily accessible and easy to understand information, communication and clear and plain language, and the provision of information to the data subject about the identity of the controller and the purposes of the data processing. Aside from this, under this principle, further information must actively be provided to ensure a sound and transparent data processing, and natural persons must be made aware of the risks, rules, safeguards and rights in relation to the processing of personal data and also of how they may exercise their rights with respect to the processing.
137 The Court explained this as follows: ‘The principle of purpose limitation means that personal data must be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes’: ibid [6.32].
138 The Court explained this, at ibid [6.33], as follows:
   The principle of data minimisation requires personal data to be adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which it is processed. As also follows from the principle of storage limitation laid down in the GDPR, not more personal data may be kept for longer than is necessary for the purpose for which the personal data are processed.
certain circumstance, in other words which objective factual data can justifiably lead to the conclusion that there is an increased risk.\textsuperscript{139}

The Court also found that the legislation regarding the use of SyRI was insufficiently clear and verifiable and also declared the relevant legislative provisions to have no binding effect for being contrary to article 8(2) of the \textit{ECHR}.\textsuperscript{140}

The Government of the Netherlands decided not to appeal this decision. It maintained that the use of new technological tools, such as data analysis and algorithms, is legitimate and announced that the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment is investigating how these new technologies can be used to combat fraud in an effective and efficient manner, while ensuring sufficient privacy.\textsuperscript{141}

Before we compare this case example to that of the Australian litigation on Robodebt, we note that \textit{NJCM v Netherlands} illustrates the three themes discussed in this article (data collection – transparency – redress). The data protection issues arose because the purposes for collection of the data were defined intentionally broadly\textsuperscript{142} and individual citizens were not informed if the software classified them as a ‘high-risk citizen’.\textsuperscript{143} In relation to freedom of information, civil society organisations sought information about the criteria the software used to assess whether there is an increased risk of welfare abuse. According to Algorithm Watch, an organisation called Bij Voorbaat Verdacht (‘Suspected from the Outset’) made a freedom of information request. The Ministry’s answer was as follows:

\begin{quote}
The risk model is a collection of one or more sets of related risk indicators that may be combined to assess the risk that certain natural or legal persons are not acting in accordance with applicable law. If one were to disclose what data and connections the Inspectie SZW is looking for, (potential) lawbreakers would know exactly on which stored data they would have to concentrate.\textsuperscript{144}
\end{quote}

Denial of access to information was also raised as a concern by the UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights, Professor Philip Alston, who appeared as amicus curiae in \textit{NJCM v Netherlands}.\textsuperscript{145} In his amicus brief, the UN Special Rapporteur noted that the Dutch Government’s position runs counter to important principles such as the rule of law and underlined that laws are made public in order for citizens to know what is expected of them, in order for laws to be subject to public scrutiny and in order to ascertain, including via the judicial process, whether laws are properly applied and enforced and in line with higher principles, including international human rights law.\textsuperscript{146}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{139} Ibid [6.87].
\textsuperscript{140} Ibid [6.7].
\textsuperscript{142} For a discussion of the context of this choice, see Gantchev (n 109) 17.
\textsuperscript{143} Braun (n 112).
\textsuperscript{144} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{145} Alston (n 110).
\textsuperscript{146} Ibid 8–9 [26].
\end{flushright}
These themes resonate in the Australian public law context, where individuals and journalists have had great difficulties obtaining information as to the operation of the Robodebt program, particularly in response to freedom of information requests.147

**B Comparison to Robodebt**

The Australian Government’s Online Compliance Intervention (‘OCI’) program, commonly referred to as ‘Robodebt’, involves an online machine learning method for raising and recovering social security overpayment debts. It extrapolates from the ATO’s data matching information about the total amount and period over which employment income was earned and applies that average to every separate fortnightly rate calculation period for working age payments.148 Formerly based on risk profiling, Centrelink officers would select about 7% of discrepancies between debts and income for manual review. Controversially from July 2016, the online compliance scheme automatically issued letters to targeted welfare recipients asserting that they owe a debt for every case where they could not disprove the possible overpayment, effectively shifting the onus of proof from the department to the individual.149

The central legal problem is that Robodebt involved people being subjected to an automated debt-raising and collection system that utilised algorithms with high error rates.150 The algorithm resulted in numerous miscalculated, and in some instances completely false,151 debt claims against welfare recipients. Flaws in the design of the system meant that the overpayments were in many cases wrongly identified and therefore the use of technology has led to systematic errors in calculation, amplified by the scale of implementation to hundreds of thousands of debtors.

Importantly, the scheme had a disproportionate impact on vulnerable groups, such as Indigenous persons, aged persons and those with a disability, who generally are more greatly dependent on welfare support systems.152 A Senate Committee inquiry and an Ombudsman investigation found that these large-scale incorrect calculations had grave repercussions for vulnerable low-socioeconomic groups, including individuals experiencing severe mental health issues, with

150 See ibid 1 [1.1]-[1.2], 33–4 [2.85]-[2.93].
reports of suicide in the affected population.\footnote{153} The Australian Robodebt example illustrates the issues of data collection and transparency, where the debtors were unable to access information about the methodology by which their debt was calculated (i.e., by the inaccurate method of fortnightly income averaging), and there was a lack of transparency about the error rates of this income averaging method. Alleged debtors, who disproportionately belonged to already disadvantaged groups, also found it difficult to challenge the decisions due to their lack of understanding of the way the automated system operated.\footnote{154}

Following the critical parliamentary committee and Ombudsman reports, a debtor, Deana Amato, supported by Victoria Legal Aid, ran a test case to challenge the validity of her debt decision in the Federal Court. In the course of the proceedings, the Commonwealth conceded that the debt was unlawful, but the Court did not have the opportunity to make a fulsome ruling in the matter as the case was settled prior to the hearing. Through consent orders, the Court declared in \textit{Amato v Commonwealth}\footnote{155} that the automated Robodebt decisions utilising income averaging alone were irrational\footnote{156} and thus unlawful. The consent order on the decisions’ unlawfulness proceeded on the narrow basis of irrationality of the methodology of the decision-making, which means that future automated decisions made on the basis of different, more reliable data points may be held to be valid. The litigation did not raise the bar with regard to any procedural safeguards, such as a requirement to provide more transparency or explanation of the decision-making, which will affect the opportunities of future debtors to seek redress.

In addition to this case, a class action was also lodged in the Federal Court in November 2019 by Gordon Legal on behalf of persons affected by Robodebt in \textit{Prygodicz v Commonwealth}.\footnote{157} The applicants argue, amongst other things, that

\footnote{153}Senate Social Welfare System Initiative Report (n 149) 94–6, 106; Glenn (n 41) 21–2.
\footnote{154} See discussion in Carney, ‘Vulnerability: False Hope for Vulnerable Social Security Clients?’ (n 1); Ng and O’Sullivan (n 7).
\footnote{155} Order of Davies J in \textit{Amato v Commonwealth} (Federal Court of Australia, VID611/2019, 27 November 2019). The Court found, at [1]–[2], amongst other things, that:

\begin{quote}

The demand for payment of an alleged debt first made by the Respondent to the Applicant on 2 March 2018 (the alleged debt) (emphasis omitted) was not validly made because the information before the decision-maker acting on behalf of the Respondent was not capable of satisfying the decision-maker that:

(a) a debt was owed by the Applicant to the Respondent, within the scope of s 1222A(a) and s 1223(1) of the \textit{Social Security Act 1991} (Cth) in the amount of the alleged debt; or that (b) any of the necessary preconditions for the addition of a 10% penalty to such a debt, as prescribed by s 1228B(1)(c) of the \textit{Social Security Act 1991} (Cth) were present.

In consequence of the declaration in paragraph 1, the notice purportedly issued on 2 March 2018 was not a validly issued notice for the purpose of s 1229 of the \textit{Social Security Act 1991} (Cth) because the decision-maker could not have been satisfied that a debt was owed in the amount of the alleged debt.
\end{quote}


the Robodebt process was not authorised by legislation,\textsuperscript{158} that the Commonwealth has been enriched by the overpayment debt (unjust enrichment),\textsuperscript{159} and the Commonwealth breached its duty of care to the applicants and group members by using the calculations and outputs of the Robodebt system as the basis for the exercise of activities related to the overpayment of debt.\textsuperscript{160} On that basis, the applicants claim, amongst other things, declarations that the debts were raised without powers, restitution of amounts by which the Commonwealth is unjustly enriched and damages for negligence.\textsuperscript{161}

C Analysis

The Dutch \textit{NJCM v Netherlands} case relating to the SyRI system highlights the advantage of using a human rights lens to seek review of automated systems because it examines the systemic issues arising from the operation of the risk assessment tool. The incompatibility with the right to privacy led to the implementing legislation as such being declared to be invalid. In contrast, the tendency in Australian public law litigation is to examine whether a particular individual or particular decision has been made unlawfully. The Dutch assessment framework, which includes the human rights under the \textit{ECHR}, the European Union law protection offered by the EU Charter on Fundamental Freedoms and the GDPR, in particular the data protection principles of transparency, purpose limitation and data limitation, also provides greater recourse to individuals to challenge automated decisions on broader rights-protective grounds.

Of particular note here are some of the benefits provided by key \textit{ECHR} interpretations of fundamental rights. First, the European Court of Human Rights has recognised that the right to respect for private life in article 8 can give rise to a positive obligation on states:

Although the object of Art 8 is essentially that of protecting the individual against arbitrary interference by the public authorities, it does not merely compel the State to abstain from such interference: in addition to this primarily negative undertaking, there may be positive obligations inherent in an effective respect for private life.\textsuperscript{162}

This may be important, particularly given the pervasiveness of AI systems, in the context of automation where state authorities may need to take positive action to protect the privacy of individuals, even in the sphere of private actors amongst themselves, rather than merely abstaining from interference.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{158} See \textit{"Prygodicz Statement of Claim"} (n 157) 10 [46]:
\begin{quote}
[T]he calculations or other outputs of the Robodebt System did not establish, and were not capable of establishing, for the purposes of section 1223(1) of the SSA, that a person who obtained the benefit of an amount paid by way of Social Security Payment was not entitled to obtain that benefit such that the amount of the Social Security Payment is a debt due to the Commonwealth.
\end{quote}
\item \textsuperscript{159} Ibid 12–13 [50]–[62].
\item \textsuperscript{160} Ibid 14–18 [66]–[79].
\item \textsuperscript{161} \textit{Prygodicz Originating Application"} (n 157).
\item \textsuperscript{162} \textit{Evans v United Kingdom} [2007] 1 Eur Court HR 353, 381 [75].
\end{itemize}
We also underline the link between data collection and its use, and the legal or other similar significant effects on the individual. As the Dutch Court made clear, the effect of profiling on the right to privacy, and the lack of observance of fundamental data protection principles, were significant factors in the assessment of whether the scheme met the requirements of being a necessary and proportionate interference with the privacy of the welfare recipients under scrutiny. As van der Sloot notes, the way in which article 8 of the 
ECtHR has been interpreted by the Strasbourg Court provides a particularly suitable vehicle for protecting fundamental rights in the context of data processing:

Article 8 ECHR has been transformed from a classic privacy right to a personality right, providing protection to the personal development of individuals. Apart from its theoretical significance, this shift might prove indispensable in the age of Big Data, as personality rights protect a different type of interest, which is far more easy to substantiate in the new technological paradigm than those associated with the right to privacy.

While not directly addressed in the Dutch case, the existence of a specific right to the protection of personal data under article 8 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, in addition to the right to respect for private life, under article 7 of the EU Charter, further reinforces the protection of the individual data rights in the AI and Big Data era. With the exception of the general data privacy principles available under the Privacy Act, Australia lacks a similarly developed legal framework.

We also note that there are pitfalls in using negligence to challenge governmental decisions, as is the approach in the current class action in Prygodicz v Commonwealth. On the difference between negligence and human rights, Lord Bingham has noted that the Human Rights Act 1998 (UK) ‘is not a tort statute’, and its objects are ‘different and broader’. Donal Nolan has also written compellingly on the difference between negligence and human rights in the context of the ECHR. He notes that the approach to causation is more relaxed under the Convention than under domestic negligence law and that the difference between the two regimes is marked in relation to damages:

The disparities between the Convention legal order and the domestic law of negligence are even clearer when it comes to the question of damage. While damage recognised as actionable is a prerequisite of a negligence action, no such requirement exists in the case of an alleged violation of a Convention right. Furthermore, where the victim of a human rights violation seeks compensatory damages, recovery will be permitted for forms of harm which are not in themselves

163 Bart van der Sloot, ‘Privacy as Personality Right: Why the ECHR’s Focus on Ulterior Interests Might Prove Indispensable in the Age of “Big Data”’ (2015) 31(80) Utrecht Journal of International and European Law 25, 25. In referring to a ‘personality right’, van der Sloot is referring to the type of interests protected by art 2, para 1 of the German Constitution, which specifies ‘[e]veryone has the right to the free development of his personality insofar as he does not violate the rights of others or offend against the constitutional order or the moral code’: Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland [Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany].


actionable in negligence, such as distress, anxiety, inconvenience and feelings of injustice, helplessness or humiliation.\footnote{Ibid 308. Nolan gives an example, at ibid 308, of this:}

Although negligence claims relating to government decisions have been successful in seeking redress in other contexts, such as refugee policy, there are significant obstacles to establishing a duty of care and the other required elements of a negligence suit against a governmental authority.\footnote{See, eg, Plaintiff S99/2016 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection (2016) 243 FCR 17: a case involving a female applicant refugee held on Nauru who wished to be transferred to Australia to terminate her pregnancy. In this case, Bromberg J held that the Minister for Immigration had a duty of care to undertake reasonable care to the applicant with regards to discharging the responsibility he assumed to procure for her a safe and lawful abortion and, unusually, granted an injunction to restrain the Minister from failing to discharge this duty of care.} Apart from the difficulty of demonstrating the requisite damage, others pertain to establishing that a relevant duty of care existed, which under the approach adopted by the High Court requires consideration of all ‘salient features’\footnote{Caltex Refineries (Qld) Pty Ltd v Stavar (2009) 75 NSWLR 649.} of the case. The salient features relevantly include the existence of conflicting duties on the defendant arising from other principles of law or statute, in particular those arising from the statute which governs the public body’s responsibilities and exercise of its powers; and the coherence of a duty in negligence with other legal principles in common law and statute, including public law mechanisms for the review of decisions through tribunal and appeals processes.\footnote{See Sullivan v Moody (2001) 207 CLR 562; Hunter and New England Local Health District v McKenna (2014) 253 CLR 270.} There may also be problems with proving fault, where a government entity exercised reasonable care in the design, commissioning or implementation of an automated system that then unexpectedly displayed shortcomings.

\section*{V \ \RECOMMENDATIONS, REFORM AND CONCLUSIONS}

In light of the above, and the nature of technology and automation in the government sphere, we submit there is a pressing need to revitalise public law to establish a more integrated, coherent system of principles and accountability from data design to the review stage. In setting out these recommendations, we emphasise that the significant knowledge, power and resource imbalance between state authorities and persons affected by automated government decision-making must be borne in mind in adopting reforms in this area.

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item \footnotetext[1]{166} Ibid 308. Nolan gives an example, at ibid 308, of this:}
\item \footnotetext[2]{167} See, eg, Plaintiff S99/2016 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection (2016) 243 FCR 17: a case involving a female applicant refugee held on Nauru who wished to be transferred to Australia to terminate her pregnancy. In this case, Bromberg J held that the Minister for Immigration had a duty of care to undertake reasonable care to the applicant with regards to discharging the responsibility he assumed to procure for her a safe and lawful abortion and, unusually, granted an injunction to restrain the Minister from failing to discharge this duty of care.
\item \footnotetext[4]{169} Caltex Refineries (Qld) Pty Ltd v Stavar (2009) 75 NSWLR 649.
\item \footnotetext[5]{170} See Sullivan v Moody (2001) 207 CLR 562; Hunter and New England Local Health District v McKenna (2014) 253 CLR 270.}
\end{itemize}}
**A General Reforms**

We recommend the establishment of a whole-of-government guidance framework on the design, implementation and auditing of automated decision-making in government.\(^{171}\) More specifically, the discussion of international principles in Part IV above demonstrates the advantages of strengthening individual and group rights protections in relation to automated decisions. Therefore, we believe consideration should be given to introducing a complaint handling mechanism for automated decision-making which is similar in nature to the complaint handling mechanism provided by the Australian Human Rights Commission under federal discrimination legislation.

We also recommend that Australia’s human rights obligations to be considered as part of the administrative process, including automated processes. We note in this context that the 2009 National Human Rights Consultation Report (‘Brennan Report’) recommended that the *ADJR Act* be amended in such a way as to make Australia’s international human rights obligations or a consolidated list of those obligations a relevant consideration in government decision-making.\(^{172}\) This should be considered once again.

**B Privacy Reforms**

The Federal Government is currently considering reforms to Australia’s privacy laws. These are primarily intended to respond to recommendations arising from the Australian Competition and Commission’s (‘ACCC’) Digital Platforms Inquiry.\(^{173}\) However, there is also a need to include more specific protections against automated decision-making, as are contained in newer international data protection frameworks, including the *GDPR*\(^{174}\) and Council of Europe (‘CoE’) Convention 108+.\(^{175}\)

As discussed above, under article 22 of the *GDPR*, a data subject has the right not to be subject to solely automated decision-making, including profiling, which produces legal or similarly significant effects for the data subject. Exceptions to this right apply, for example, where the automated decision-making is authorised by EU or Member State law to which the controller is subject and which also lays down suitable measures to safeguard the data subject’s rights and freedoms and legitimate interests; or where it is based on the data subject’s explicit consent.

---

\(^{171}\) We note here that the Australian Human Rights Commission’s Discussion Paper on Human Rights and Technology has proposed a regulatory framework comprising a National Strategy on New and Emerging Technologies which amongst other things, promotes effective regulation of technologies (Proposal 1) and a new AI Safety Commissioner (Proposal 19); see Australian Human Rights Commission (n 122) 189–92.


Similarly, CoE Convention 108+ recognises in its new article 9(1)(a) an individual right not to be subject to a purely automated decision significantly affecting the individual without having his or her views taken into consideration. These provisions apply to automated decision-making by public bodies as well as private entities. Rather than erecting absolute barriers to automated decision-making, they make it permissible where sufficient safeguards are taken to protect the fundamental rights of persons affected by it. Given the absence of a comparable human rights framework in Australia, the challenge will be to determine how protections with broadly similar effect can be enacted in this jurisdiction.

The data practices used to inform AI-based systems also raise other concerns, including for the definition of ‘personal information’ in the Privacy Act. In Privacy Commissioner v Telstra Corporation Limited, the Full Court of the Federal Court adopted a narrow approach to the question of when information is about an individual, which has the potential to exclude certain metadata that, while generated by or in relation to an individual, is of a large technical nature. This interpretation appears to underestimate that such information can nonetheless reveal personal characteristics or attributes, especially when combined with other information to create a profile, and that significant effects can follow from decisions made on the basis of such a profile. It is welcome that, in its response to recommendations arising from the ACCC Digital Platforms Inquiry, the Federal Government has committed to reviewing the definition of ‘personal information’ in the Privacy Act with a view to capturing technical data and other online identifiers.

C Transparency Reforms

Should the Government decide to amend the Privacy Act to incorporate more protections in respect of automated decision-making as outlined above, the inclusion of a right equivalent to that in article 15(1)(h) of the GDPR (discussed above in Part III(C)(3)) would substantially improve the transparency of AI-based government decision-making. Otherwise, it is recommended that the issues of ‘explainability’ and transparency should be dealt with as outlined below.

It is recommended that the provisions in the ADJR Act and AAT Act that provide rights to request reasons for decisions are amended to ensure that decision-making processes are set up to ensure as far as possible that they are capable of being explained in reasons statement.

The ADJR Act could be amended to expand section 13 explicitly to require AI to be designed in a manner that requires reasons for decisions to be captured by the automated system. In addition, where machine learning is utilised to automate decisions, the ADJR Act could require accurate documentation of the decision logic, including the principles behind the machine learning model, training and

testing processes; and a statement of reasons is logged for all predictions or
decisions at the point in time that they are made. An equivalent provision could be
included in section 25 the AAT Act.

These proposals are consistent with the 2004 Administrative Review Council’s
recommendations that, in the interests of fairness, efficiency and transparency,
‘[e]xpert systems should comply with administrative law disclosure requirements
– in particular, requirements associated with … statements of reasons’.179 We
support the Council’s recommendation that a clear explanation for the reasons of
a decision should be provided when people are notified of the decision – regardless
of whether a person has formally asked for a statement of reasons.180

As a further refinement of the statement of reasons for AI-based decisions, we
support the recommendation of the Australian Human Rights Commission that two
forms of reasons be provided:

- a non-technical explanation of the AI-informed decision, which would be
  comprehensible to a lay person; and
- when necessary or upon request, a technical explanation of the AI-
  informed decision that can be assessed and validated by a person with
  relevant technical expertise.181

The requirement for the Australian Government to provide an explanation of
AI-informed decision-making that is comprehensible to a lay person goes towards
the fundamental aim of ensuring transparency in government decision-making. In
many cases, this will be all that a person affected by a decision will seek. However,
where requested or otherwise necessary, a technical explanation of the system that
would allow a technical expert to verify and audit the complex nature of coding
and algorithms should also be made available to ensure that an administrative
decision, and the basis on which it has been made, can be properly scrutinised.182
Overall, this is likely to create an obligation on the government to use software
that furnishes relevant evidence to support evaluation and auditing and allow for
technical accountability due to the demand for transparency.183

We also support the thrust of the proposal made by the Australian Human
Rights Commission that, ‘[w]here an AI-informed decision-making system does
not produce reasonable explanations for its decisions, that system should not be
deployed in any context where decisions could infringe the human rights of
individuals’.184 However, we note that the question of whether a decision has the

179 Administrative Review Council, Automated Assistance in Administrative Decision-Making (n 13) 32
[4.5.2]. See also Administrative Review Council, Practical Guidelines for Preparing Statements of
Reasons (n 56).
180 Administrative Review Council, Automated Assistance in Administrative Decision-Making (n 13) 32
[4.5.1].
181 Australian Human Rights Commission (n 122) 85.
182 Citron (n 8) 1284.
Harvard Journal of Law and Technology 1, 43–4. For the Australian guidelines, see Australian
Government Information Management Office (n 99) 45–9.
potential to infringe on human rights can be difficult to answer in the absence of a
domestically enshrined and interpreted human rights catalogue.

In the case of the FOI Act, there are three key amendments which would
enhance its ability to provide transparency in relation to AI-based decision-

making:

1. Extending its scope so it applies to ‘information’ rather than ‘documents’
as does the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (UK).

2. Providing an exception to the trade secrets/commercial information
exemption in section 43 for information that is necessary to shed light on
algorithms used to make decisions that affect individuals.

3. Including in its proactive disclosure requirements a general description of
automated decision-making technology that an agency uses to make
decisions about persons.

There would also be value in amending the Archives Act 1988 (Cth) so that it
deals specifically with information generated in the context of AI-based decision-

making, including aspects such as the retention of training data for decision-

making algorithms that utilise machine learning.

D Judicial Review Reforms

In relation to the gaps in judicial review, there are several options:

- The AAT Act and ADJR Act could be amended to make it clear that
automated decisions fall within the scope of the Act; or

- The enabling legislation could make it clear that recourse to the courts is
available.

The first option of reforming the ADJR Act is preferable, as it is a one-step
solution and does not require each piece of enabling legislation to be amended.
This reform should amend the definition of a ‘decision’ in the ADJR Act to clarify
that it includes a decision wholly or partly made by an automated system.

E Conclusions

In conclusion, technological developments present an abundance of
opportunities to the government to streamline and enhance the consistency and
efficiency of service delivery and decision-making. Yet given the government’s
significant coercive and information-gathering powers, there is a need to ensure
that new technologies align with the values underpinning public law.

We now return to the question posed in the Introduction: Is Australian public
law ‘fit for purpose’ in a technological era? Our general conclusion is that despite
the absence of explicit human rights protections in Australian domestic law, by
and large, Australians can rely on existing institutional structures to challenge
many government decisions. This is because Australia has a large array of effective
administrative law institutions (such as comprehensive state, territory, and federal
merits review bodies, ombudsman offices and state anti-corruption agencies) that
form a strong counterpoint to executive power. These oversight bodies are
complemented by parliamentary committees, which are effective mechanisms for the scrutiny of government action.

Nevertheless, as technology and governmental practice have outpaced the law, this article has identified a range of legislative and operational gaps in the public law frameworks, in terms of privacy, freedom of information, and judicial review. It has recommended ways in which Australian public law should be revitalised and enhanced to become more value-compliant and consistent with emerging international best practice standards. These reforms will ensure that the development and usage of new technologies in government abide by the rule of law and are consistent with the fundamental public law principles of lawfulness, fairness, rationality, and transparency. Ensuring observance with these established principles will not be an undue obstacle to greater efficiency of administrative decision-making but, to the contrary, be critical to engendering the public confidence and trust that is necessary to facilitate the successful adoption and acceptance of new technologies. A consistent, considered approach to AI that is compliant with a reinvigorated public law framework will enable the Australian Government, and Australians, to reap the benefits of new technologies while minimising its attendant risks, as well as protect individual rights and freedoms that are fundamental to our democracy.